Abstract -An comparison of absorbed dose rates,
Introduction
Comparisons of National Metrology Institutes are very important for the quality assurance of measurements with primary standard devices. In the field of beta dosimetry, extrapolation chambers have been designed at standards institutes to measure the absorbed dose rate to Petersburg and the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) in Braunschweig (Germany) was planned in two steps. For the first step in 1999, the flat ionisation chamber ND 1009 of the PTB, developed in 1988 at the National Office of Measures (OMH) and for the second step in 2001, the flat ionisation chamber PK2-01 of the VNIIM were used as transfer chambers. At PTB these chambers were calibrated in the beta radiation fields of the Beta Secondary Standards BSS 1 (1) and BSS 2 (2) produced by sources with the radionuclides of 147 Pm, 204 Tl, 85 Kr and 90 Sr/ 90 Y. and at VNIIM in beta radiation fields from radionuclides of 147 Pm, 204 Tl and 90 Sr/ 90 Y. In both institutes extrapolation chambers were used as standard measuring devices (3, 4, 5) and standardised procedures were adopted to determine (d) D t & for depths d of 0.07 mm (6) .
Experimental arrangement Irradiation conditions
The beta radiation fields of PTB are the calibration fields of the Beta Secondary Standard At the calibration distances the homogeneity of the radiation field was better than 2 % within a diameter of 100 mm.
Transfer chamber:
As a transfer chamber PTB made available a flat ionisation chamber with constant volume. For measurements of the ionisation current both in the extrapolation chamber and in the transfer chamber, the integrating current measuring systems of high metrological quality of VNIIM and PTB were used. These are a Keithley 642 electrometer at PTB operating in the capacitor feedback mode and a Keithley 6517A electrometer at VNIIM. The leakage currents of the extrapolation chamber / transfer chamber -electrometer combinations were for the PTB chamber always below 0.3 fA at PTB and 2 fA at VNIIM, and for the VNIIM chamber between 2 fA and 4 fA at PTB and 5 fA at VNIIM.
Extrapolation chambers
The objects of the comparison are the primary standard measuring devices for realising the unit of absorbed dose rate to tissue for beta radiation at VNIIM and PTB, both using extrapolation ionisation chambers. The detailed descriptions of these devices can be found in previous publications (3, 4, 5) . The most important parameters are summarised in Table 1 . For measurements of the absorbed dose rate to tissue in the beta radiation reference fields, each partner used the respective primary standard measuring devices of VNIIM and PTB. Without describing these procedures in detail, the equation (1) for the dose calculation should be mentioned here:
where I is the ionisation current, k is the product of different correction factors (4, 6) which are dependent on the chamber depth and k' is the product of different correction factors (4, 6) which are independent on the chamber depth, For the comparison of the results of VNIIM and PTB, it is also important to know the values used for the constants in the above formula. Table 2 shows the comparison of these parameters used at VNIIM and at PTB 1.124 (6) 1.121 (6) 1.121 (6) 1.110 (6) 1381 d (7) 3915 d (7) 10 523 d (7) E mean for 
Procedure for the comparison:
In the beta radiation fields at VNIIM and PTB the two transfer chambers were calibrated by measuring the ionisation currents and putting them in relation to the conventional true value of the absorbed dose rates. The evaluated calibration factors determined at VNIIM and PTB are compared with each other.
Determination of the calibration factor:
The calibration factor N is defined as the quotient of the conventional true value of a quantity, t D & , and the indicated value, M r , of the ionisation current at the point of test for a specified reference radiation under specified reference conditions (8) . It is expressed as
Applied to the transfer chamber where the indicated value M r is the mean ionisation current I(d) measured in the collecting volume of the chamber at positive and negative chamber voltage and corrected for air density (k ad ), saturation (k sat ), radioactive decay (k de ), perturbation by the chamber side walls (k pe ), beam divergence (k di ), window absorption (k 0.07 ) and absorption along the path between the source and the chamber for 147 Pm (k ab ) the formula reads as follows: is the mean ionisation current I in fA measured in the flat chamber behind the window thickness d at positive and negative polarities of the chamber voltage and averaged for these two polarities.
Results of the measurements
The calibration factors for the two transfer chambers evaluated at VNIIM and at PTB for different radionuclides, their expanded uncertainties (k = 2) and the ratio of the PTB values to the VNIIM values are summarised in the following tables: The calibration factors of VNIIM were determined by measurements at the VNIIM. The expanded uncertainties are determined as described in the next section for an example.
Uncertainty in measurement
The practical procedure for the calculation of the expanded uncertainty of measurement is in accordance with the "Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement" first published in 1993 on behalf of BIPM, IEC, IFFC, ISO, IUPAC, IUPAP and OIML (9) . The uncertainty analysis for a measurement -sometimes called the uncertainty budget of the measurement -should include a list of all sources of uncertainty together with the associated standard uncertainties of measurement and the methods for evaluating them. For the sake of clarity, it is advisable to present the data relevant to this analysis in the form of a table. In this table all quantities are referenced by a physical symbol or a short identifier. For each of them at least the estimate x i , the associated standard uncertainty of measurement u(x i ), the sensitivity coefficient c i and the different uncertainty contributions u i (y) are specified. The dimension of each of the quantities is also stated with the numerical values given in the table. Table 5 illustrates this procedure for 90 Sr/ 90 Y examples from both VNIIM and PTB. At the end of the table, the expanded standard uncertainty (k = 2) is documented. 
Conclusions
The use of the flat ionisation chamber as transfer chamber turned out to be suitable for comparison measurements in beta radiation fields. The calibration factors of the transfer chamber determined at VNIIM and PTB agree better than 2 %, only for low energy beta radiation up to 4 %. These results show that the primary standards of VNIIM and PTB realise the unit of absorbed dose rate for beta radiation in tissue in a comparably high quality. The results of this comparison fit in very well with the results of former comparisons between PTB and the National Metrology Institutes LPRI (France), NIST (U.S.), NPL (UK), OMH (Hungary), RIS∅ (Denmark) and between VNIIM and the National Metrology Institutes LPRI, NPL, OMH and ASMW (former GDR, up to 1990), shown in Table 6 . Table 2 : Constants for dose calculation in the formula (1) used at VNIIM and at PTB Table 3 : Corrected calibration factors of the PTB transfer chamber ND 1009 and the ratio of these factors from PTB and VNIIM for different radionuclides and their expanded uncertainties Table 4 : Corrected calibration factors of the VNIIM transfer chamber PK2-01 and the ratio of these factors from PTB and VNIIM for different radionuclides and their expanded uncertainties 
